In the world of big data, many people find it difficult to access the information they need quickly and accurately. In order to overcome this, research on the system that recommends information accurately to users is continuously conducted. Collaborative Filtering is one of the famous algorithms among the most used in the industry. However, collaborative filtering is difficult to use in online systems because user recommendation is highly volatile in recommendation quality and requires computation using large matrices. To overcome this problem, this paper proposes a method similar to database queries and a clustering method (Contents Navigator) originating from a complex network.
I. Introduction T he spread of IT technology has made it easier for people to access information than ever before. This also suggests that information can accumulate as much as technology spreads. This, commonly called big data, shows contradictions that make people spend more time reaching the right information. This naturally led to research on a recommender system that provides personalized, customized information. Recommender system refers that helps identify content that a particular individual may be interested in by reflecting the opinions of users [1] . Recently, machine learning methods such as deep learning were suggested and expected to have a big impact on the recommender system, but the most frequently used algorithm is Collaborative Filtering(CF), devised by Goldberg and his colleagues in 1992 [2] . However, the fundamental problem has been raised that CF is difficult to operate in systems that are in the cold start stage where there is not enough data. To solve this fundamental problem, many researchers are focusing on overcoming Cold Start [3] , but are not actively introducing the service. Of course, in addition to these issues, companies dealing with big data are concerned that adopting CF, a way to explore and update the whole system's resources and the operations of services in which customers are using their own. This research aims to evaluate AIVORY's rec-ommended performance by comparing performance of CF with Content Navigator(CN), which is a recommendation algorithm for products called AIVORY that was introduced in 2018 by NerdFactory, Plani.inc.
II. AIVORY and CONTENTS NAVIGATOR
Before a full-scale test, we will first describe CN, a key recommendation engine for AIVORY. We have addressed the problem of CF and wondered how to make appropriate recommendations. And we wondered about people's interactions to create a new recommendation algorithm. And we studied how people interact and processes they do called recommendations. Exploring how people and information are connected, we have come to the complex systems networks. What we were interested in was that people and things had a certain relationship and everything was connected [5] . And it is known that there are many networks on the Internet that need to consider weights such as the transmission speed of data, the number of passengers on the air network, the level of perception in the social network, and the response rate in the metabolic network within the cell, and that these weighting networks help us to understand network characteristics quantitatively [6] . The number of papers published since 1998 with key words on complex networks is showing an explosive increase. Starting with the 1998, Small-world network, by Watts and Strogatz [7] , network research show a full-fledged increase in the publication of scale-free network [8] by Albert, Jeong and Barabasi as a catalyst. Now proving its practicality in various fields, including sociology, economics, computer engineering, and biology, in addition to physical field. We focused on this point. And we designed algorithms that based on a number of other experiences, could provide customized recommendations to specific users. The recommended target was data consisting of natural language, because unlike images and videos, natural language is likely to be used in more areas of online service and is easier for us to collect data. We started the study based on the following hypotheses.
1. A person's recommendation stems from the person's experience.
2. The concept of this recommendation is derived from the thoughts of others who have had similar experiences.
3. Adjust the confidence of the recommendation according to the feedback of the person who received the recommendation.
The biggest drawback of the recommender system is trust issues that inevitably depend on evaluators' qualitative assessment. We were trying to solve this problem by finding the hub at the center of the network. But it was important to redefine our own hub because focusing on finding it could simply be someone who could read a lot of content. So the recommender system we'll create gave more weight to the connected links, focusing on what many people read a lot. On the other hand, we have arranged for those who are not following us but those who are leading us to read more and recommend those who are ahead of us. We also aimed at organizing a highly favored piece of writing among new ones to those who are at the forefront, reading most of the text. And to build this into a recommender system, we organized and studied algorithms that following steps. To compare CF and recommended performance with CN, the recommended engine of AIVORY, we found a prior study that evaluated the performance of existing CF [9] and decided to approach the data of Last FM in the same way as the study that applied CF. First, we decided to use the HetRec2011 dataset provided by geupplens, and after download, we checked the actual data. In the case of prior studies, the data were collected and carried out so that we could see the difference in our dataset. So we decided to do a comparative evaluation by implementing our own original CF. Last.FM dataset has a list that 1,892 users have heard of 92,800 artists. Of course, it would be better to use all the information provided by the Last.FM dataset, but considering the CN's features, we have to know the sequence of content consumed by users, so we processed what content was consumed by the users and used only the same processed data as below to evaluate it on a par with the CF. In addition, both algorithms were configured to exclude users who were recommended for accurate evaluation of recommended performance. In this study, the time it takes to organize and recommend information for recommendation was measured as the study takes into account the application to the operating system. The accuracy of the recommendation is as shown in equation (1) .
In the above expression, I is the number of all contents, m is the number of users, P m (x k |u i ) is the probability of recommending x k singer to u i users, N(x c |u i ) is the number of times u i 's users actually listened to x c 's singer. It is assumed that the recommended contents are well recommended if they are visible in the user's pattern(future) using currently available information. If is not visible, it is assumed that the recommendation is incorrect. Describing literally the above expression, the algorithm evaluates whether the user actually listened to based on the probability of recommending the singer to the user (u i ).
IV. DATA PREPROCESSING i. Collaborative Filtering
CF does not reflect the temporal order due to the nature of the algorithm, but it is influenced by the aspect of the content that the user consumes in evaluating the performance. In order to reflect this influence, if recommending content or things that you have already used, we will remove them from the evaluation index. We have also built a new dataset form that reflects this situation as shown in Table 1 , 2. User Poets of the Fall Paradise Lost Muse
ii. Contents Navigator
Unlike the CF, the CN is the order in which the users consumed the content. Therefore, unlike CF, the data was preprocessed to include time series information.
• In that case, we recommend Muse after A has been consumed. However, when evaluating the performance as described above, the recommendation is decided and the variety of recommendation decreases. That is why CN is evaluated by probabilistic calculations of not only the most frequently seen patterns, but also all cases in which they appear.
V. RESULT
CF requires mathematical calculation because it is based on mathematical operation with large size matrix. However, since the CN is a recommendation method using a process like Database Search Query, time consumption is smaller than CF. In this paper, both algorithms are applied to recommend artist name of Last.FM to user. Comparing time consumption of both algorithms, CF and CN require 2ms and 0.2ms to recommend specific artist to user, respectively. In addition, CN shows great accuracy variation depending on how much information is included in specific feature. The accuracy of CF according to the amount of information that feature has is showed as follows.
As a result, CF is highly variational algorithm whose recommendation quality is different depending on feature engineering. However, CN is using the process like DB Search Query as mentioned above. Therefore, CN has a stable recommendation quality as you can see below. In other words, CF can be seen that the amount of time is consumed more than the CN when considering the size of the embedding matrix and the size of the similarity matrix. However, CN is a method of querying a kind of database rather than a matrix operation, and it is a recommendation algorithm that can adapt to an online system very quickly. In addition, the original CF recommends the content based on similarity which is based solely on mathematical techniques. However, it can be seen that recommending contents using characteristic of the complex network(people connected by contents within the web) shows higher recommendation performance.
VI. CONCLUSION
CF measures the similarity between users using only the interaction between items and users, and then finds the preference probability of each item and recommends items. However, as shown in Sequence-to-Sequence [11] model which is frequently used in the natural language processing of deep learning, it is worth to consider the order of appearance of items, and the recommendation performance will be better when the relation characteristics of items are reflected [12] .
The following additional algorithms are needed to reflect the relationship between the items and the appearance order of the items. For example, Word2Vec [13] can be used to indicate that there is a relationship between adjacent tokens (contents), and Sequence-toSequence can be used to express the temporal characteristic of tokens (contents). However, in order to use such an algorithm in an online recommendation system, it takes a high computational power or takes a long time to operate [14] . This problem can be compensated by the characteristic of the user. As the user consumes the content, the subject of consumed content changes gradually. However, in a short period of time there will be no change in the theme of the content, and content that is consumed simultaneously in a short period of time may be considered to be correlated. And since users are linked to items called contents in one service, all users are connected loosely or tightly. Therefore, it is possible to make reasonable recommendation without requiring many computations by searching people who are similar to the consumption pattern of those who needs a recommendation and recommending contents that appear after that consumption pattern.
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